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ABSTRACT 
In conceptual modeling, the universe of discourse (UoD) is divided into classes which 
have a taxonomic structure. The classes are usually defined in terms of attributes (all objects 
in a class share attribute names) and possibly of events. For example, the class of employees 
is the set of objects to which attributes like name, emp# etc. are applicable, and to which 
events like change -salary, change -address etc. are applicable. The events belong to the 
class because they change attributes applicable to objects in the class. We can add one more 
level of specification and define, for each class, a process composed of the events applicable 
to objects in that class. Thus, there is an employee process, consisting of events like 
change-salary etc. The problem is what the taxonomic structure of processes is. Attributes 
and event~ are specialized if we descend in the taxonomic structure, i.e. a specialization in 
some sense has the "same" attributes and events as its generalizations, plus something extra 
which is definitive of this particular specialization. Conversely, ascending in the taxonomic 
structure corresponds to generalization. How are processes specialized and generalized? 
Tiris report studies a particular formalization of process generalization, based on abstraction 
in process algebra and uses this formalization to point out some fundamental problems with 
process generalization and specialization. 
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1. Categorization in conceptual models 
In order to understand the problem of process generalization, we must distinguish the universe of 
discourse (UoD) of an information system from a conceptual model (CM) of the UoD, and further-
more the CM must be distinguished from a linguistic specification of it. The CM is an abstract struc-
ture which represents the shared understanding of relevant aspects of the UoD (figure 1). 
CM Specification 
Conceptual 
Schema 
Conceptual 
Database 
Figure 1. Conceptual model and specification. 
The CM is formed by abstraction from the UoD (dashed arrow) and described by a specification (dark 
arrow). On top of it, one or more views of the CM can be defined, which abstractly represent views 
of the UoD by different people. The CM together with its views is called the domain of a database; 
the domain is an abstract representation of the UoD and its views. We ignore views here. 
The CM is a model of the UoD in several meanings of the word. We extricate these meanings 
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before describing the place of classification and generalization in the CM. 
It has two parts, called conceptual schema and conceptual database (figure 1 ). The conceptual 
schema contains universals and the conceptual DB contains individuals. Now, individuals in the CM 
are abstract representations of individuals in the UoD, but universals in the CM may or may not be 
identical to universals in the UoD, depending on whether the definition of universals is accepted by 
the UoD. 
For the purpose of this report it is sufficient to define universals as general concepts or rela-
tions, expressible by statements whose truth does not depend upon the particular state of the UoD. 
Such statements, when true, are called universal truths. Three classes of universal truths can be dis-
tinguished, (cf. Wieringa et al. [to appear]) and thus also three types of universals. Examples are 
1. 1 +2=3; more generally, all logical and mathematical truths or, still more general, all statements 
which are necessary truths. These include the axioms of logic and mathematics and their 
consequences, and meaning postulates for special predicates like age (of which it can be postu-
lated that it is always a natural number). 
2. Empirical generalizations like the statement that age, measured in years from birth, never 
exceeds 1000. 
3. Norms, like the statement that is is forbidden to park at a parking lot unless a certain permission 
has been obtained. It is not universally true that people without a parking permit do not park 
their car in the parking lot, but it is universally true that it is forbidden to do so. 
There is an element of choice which statements are universal and which are not. For example, the 
parking regulations may be changed, in which case they are not universally true. Classification of a 
normative statement as universally true entails the decision that the norm will not be changed during 
the period that the CM will be used. Similarly, classification of an empirical statement as universally 
true presupposes that during the use of the CM the UoD will not behave in a way contradicting the 
empirical statement. 
Individuals exist in particular states of the UoD and are not describable by universal truths 
about the UoD. A statement describing an individual is a contingent truth. For example, the state-
ment that I am writing this report is contingently true of a number of states of the world. 
We can move statements from the conceptual DB to the conceptual schema and back again by 
adding or removing an existential quantifier over states. (In an S5 modal logic the existential quantif-
ier over states appears as the diamond operator 0.) For example, "I am writing this report" is a con-
tingent statement, true of some states of a conceptual DB, and so describes an individual. But "there 
are states of the world where I am writing this report" is universally true (although it contains indivi-
dual constants "I" and "this report"), and so describes a universal concept. 
Traditionally, a database is a set ground atoms which express contingent facts. The set of all 
possible sets of ground atoms represents the set of all possible states of the UoD and can be treated as 
the intension of a database. This set, as opposed to the individual states in the set, is a universal and 
belongs to the conceptual schema. The conceptual database is in this case reduced to a single "pro-
gram counter", an index pointing at the current state. At the other extreme, the conceptual DB con-
tains all tuples which are true in the current state of the UoD and the conceptual schema contains only 
the statement that there are certain kinds of facts (e.g. "there are employees, projects, etc." together 
with the attributes characterizing these kinds of objects). This is usually how relational databases are 
specified. 
We are interested in this research primarily in universals, so in the conceptual schemas, and in 
particular in the classes of objects which appear in the conceptual schema. These taxonomies 
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represent qualitative knowledge of the UoD. At the very least they contain elementary knowledge 
about which kinds of objects exist in the UoD. Slightly more complicated, there are specialization 
and generalization relations between classes in the taxonomies. More complicated still, necessary, 
empirical and deontic truths (integrity constraints) can be attached to the classes in the taxonomy. 
The kind of taxonomic knowledge which interests us here is knowledge about the generic process 
executed by objects of a class in the taxonomy. Individuals in the class executed instances of this 
generic process. If one class is a specialization of one or more other classes, what is the relation 
between the generic processes of these classes? This question is studied in section 4. 
The question of process specialization must be sharply distinguished from the question of pro-
cess inheritance. A linguistic specification of the CM will contain duplicate pieces of text in dif-
ferent places. For the sake of conceptual understandability of the text, ease of writing, and reduction 
of specification effort, these pieces of code can be shared by the different modules which need them. 
By inheritance we mean code sharing in the linguistic specification (cf. America [1987]). Inheritance 
in the specification is independent of taxonomization in the CM and does not concern us here. In par-
ticular, the problem studied in this report is not how to share code among specifications of processes. 
So far, physically spoken, the specification and the CM are just air; but we can implement the 
one or the other in a physical machine. The logic of implementation is an interesting research topic 
for the near future. In particular, there is as yet no clarity about what we implement, the specification 
or the model. Conceptually, this choice determines how we view a computer, as a linguistic, 
symbol-manipulating device, or as a physical system executing a process which simulates the UoD. 
Mathematically, the choice determines the way in which we describe computations, e.g. as term 
reduction or as simulation processes. An interesting amalgamation of these views is a Herbrand con-
struction (for calculi) or initial algebra (for algebras). We ignore implementation matters in this 
report. 
In section 2, the specification of the CM is subdivided into 4 levels, that of immutable data, 
mutable objects, events, and processes. Section 3 looks at generalization and specialization of mut-
able objects and of events. This leads to an intuitive picture of what process generalization should be, 
which is then formalized in section 4. Section 5 summarizes the results and discusses future research. 
2. Four levels of specification 
A minimal CM is a set of surrogates, each of which represents the fact that there is a UoD state in 
which an entity exists, differs from other possible entities and remains identical to itself during 
change (figure 2). 
UoD CM Specification 
Figure 2. Surrogates 
In figure 2, it is not specified whether the surrogate is part of the conceptual schema or the conceptual 
DB, for the reason stated in section 1, that we can move an individual between the schema and the 
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DB at will. This minimal CM says, in effect, "there exist a number of different things over a period 
of time." It does not say in which state of the world they exist, over which period of time it exists, and 
what the properties of these things are. The specification of the CM concerns these extra properties. 
It can be divided into four parts. 
1. Specification of atomic data. These are data types like natural numbers, integers, booleans, 
strings etc. and, in multimedia applications, graphics elements (pixels, mouse, etc.), voice, 
image, etc. 
2. Specification of attributes. This resembles the conventional relational database schema in that 
it sums up the attributes applicable to certain kinds of surrogates. Attribute applicability divides 
the set of all possible surrogates in natural kinds and puts them in a taxonomic hierarchy. 
3. Specification of events. These are the update procedures and transactions of conventional 
databases. Events map objects of a certain natural kind, which have a surrogate as identity and 
a vector of attribute values as state vector, onto objects of the same kind. 
4. Specification of processes. Events are composed into processes which represent the life cycles 
of objects of a natural kind. 
There are four different languages needed for this, a data specification language (DSL), attribute 
specification language (ASL), event specification language (ESL) and process specification language 
(PSL). The specification of all aspects of the CM thus contains four parts, the data specification part 
(DSP), attribute specification part (ASP), event specification part (ESP) and process specification 
part (PSP). We mostly ignore the DSL and below briefly summarize the other three languages. 
There is a preferred single model for specifications consisting of components in these four languages, 
but the specifications are linguistically separate. Each specification results in the definition of a 
number of names, which may be used in the next specification. We assume all classes of objects are 
disjoint in this section, in the next section we treat generalization of classes. 
2.1. Data specification 
We assume that there are specifications of sets of surrogates like NAME, EMP#, etc., possibly with 
operators, which act as atomic data types. Names of atomic data types are in upper case letters. 
2.2. Attribute specification 
In this specification, the names of atomic data types may be used and a set CON A of attribute names 
and a set CON x of natural kind names are introduced. For example, 
CONA ={name, age, emp#, salary, dep, . . . }, 
CONx= {Emp,Dept, ... }. 
Moreover, the name S denotes the set of all possible surrogates. All natural kinds are subsets of S 
and may act as domain of ranges of attributes. This does not follow from just giving a list of names 
but must be specified by attribute axioms and specialization axioms. For details we refer to Wieringa 
[1987a], Wieringa & van de Riet [1988]. Here we give some examples and stress the intuitive pic-
ture. 
Examples of attribute axioms are 
name = [Emp ~NAME], 
salary = [Emp ~ N], 
dep = [Emp ~Dept]. 
An atomic data type may appear as range of an attribute, but never as domain (for then it would not 
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be atomic). Before giving the natural kind axioms, we pause and show what has and what has not 
been specified by the specialization and attribute axioms. 
The attribute axioms imply nothing about the subset relations between natural kinds; given the 
attribute axioms, all natural kind names could consistently be interpreted as names of the same set of 
surrogates. The specialization axioms prevent this, for they require certain disjoinmess and subset 
relations to obtain between natural kinds. 
To understand the concept of natural kind and the natural kind axioms to be given below, we 
temporarily call the constants in CON x by the arbitrary term "NK-names" and the sets named by these 
constants "NK-sets", in order to be neurtral about the status of these names and sets. The axioms so 
far require NK.-sets to be domains and/or ranges of attributes and to stand in certain subset relations to 
each other. Now let A be the set of all attributes, and let K = 5'(S) and T = !1(A). Elements of K are 
called kinds and elements ofT are called types. Kinds are thus arbitrary sets of surrogates and types 
arbitrary finite sets of attributes. Now define 
kind: T ~ K and 
type:K ~ T 
such that type(k) is the set of all attributes applicable to all surrogates ink and kind(t) is the set of all 
surrogates to which all attributes in t are applicable. Now kind(t) is the largest set of surrogates to 
which all attributes in t are applicable. We define a natural kind as the largest set of surrogates to 
which a given set of attributes is applicable, and similarly a natural type as the largest set of attributes 
applicable to a given set of surrogates. It is simple to prove that natural kinds are precisely those ele-
ments of K closed under type o kind, and similarly are natural types closed under kind o type. 
Now, in the example, 
kind ( { dep } ) = Emp, 
so Emp is a natural kind. Similarly, all domains of attributes are natural kinds. So, our NK.-names 
are all natural kind names and the NK-sets are all natural kinds, because they are attribute domains. 
Let us call the set of all natural kinds X and the set of all natural types 5. 
The question is whether there are other natural kinds besides attribute domains. It can be easily 
proven that 
II 
kind({a~o ... , a,.})= r.dom(a;), 
i=! 
from which it follows that any intersection of natural kinds is a natural kind. We therefore need 
information about which natural kinds have a non-empty intersection. Now, the attribute axioms are 
compatible with any subset relations between natural kind, up to the point where all attribute 
domains are equal, e.g Dept = Emp = . . .. Information about the subset relations must therefore be 
explicitly given, and we do this in specialization axioms. Examples of specialization axioms are 
Emp ~:;S, 
Dept ~s. 
Empr.Dep =0 
(all kinds are disjoint in this section). It can be shown that this gives all natural kinds X defined by 
the attribute definitions. A natural kind is thus 1. an attribute domain or 2. an intersection of attribute 
domains. 
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2.3. Event specification 
The event specification may use atomic data type names, attribute names, and natural kind names. 
The event specification introduces event names, and uses the other three kinds of name in the event 
definitions. An event changes the state of the world, and so far we have no concept of state nor 
world. 
If e1 e Emp and name and dep are attributes applicable to employees, then 
(eh (name: John, dep: d1)) 
is an employee object with internal state (name: John, dep: d 1) and identity e1• The set of all possible 
objects is the universe U and a subset of U is called a class. obj(i) for A- e X is the set of objects with 
identity in A:. and longest state vectors (i.e. in (s, a)), a contains all attribute:value pairs applicable to 
s ). obj,(i) is the same, with state vectors truncated to attributes in t. id(c) is the set of identities of 
objects in c, and is called the kind of c. 
A world is a set of objects with different identity. The set of all possible worlds is called PW. 
An event is a function on a class of objects. Obviously, an event induces a mapping PW--+ PW 
by changing the state of an object. An example of an event is 
change-name: NAME--+ (obj(Person)--+ obj(Person))= 
change-name(n0)(p, (name: n~o age: a))= (p, (name: n0 , age: a)). 
The set A of attributes defines state spaces for all possible objects and thus a set F of all possible 
events. Each natural kind A:. has a repertoire rep (obj(L)) of logically possible events which change the 
state of an object in obj(L). Analogously to the type of a kind, rep (obj(L)) is the set of events applica-
ble to all objects in obj(L). Note that e e rep(obj(L)) may in some applications change attributes not in 
type (L). For exan1ple, if s e L has more attributes that those in type (L), then these attributes will have 
values in an object (s, a) e obj(L) and may be changed bye: obj(L)--+ obj(L). 
Only a subset of the set F of all possible events will be actually defined for a particular concep-
tual model. The set of all actually defined events is called E. We keep the convention that E does 
not contain any communication events. There are two kinds of communications, global communica-
tions between different objects and internal communications in the life of a single object. A global 
communication is composed out of global messages, an local communication consists of local mes-
sages. (See the appendix, table 2 for a summary of types of communication events in this and the fol-
lowing sections.) An example of a global communication is 
e8 : obj(L1)xobj(Li)--+ obj(L1)xobj(~)= 
e((sh a1), (s2, a2)) =((sit a'1), (s2, a'2)). 
This communication consists of the two global messages 
obj(L1)--+ obj(L1)= 
e (s h a1) = (s h a' t) 
and 
obj(L2)--+ obj(Li)= 
e (s2, a2) = (s2, a' 2). 
These are events in the life of two different objects. 
An example of an local communication is 
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e;: obj(L)xobj(L) ~ obj(L)xobj(L)= 
e((s, a 1), (s, a:z)) = ((s, a'1), (s, a'2)), 
likewise composed of two events 
obj(l:,) ~ obj(l:,)=. 
e(s, a 1) = (s, a'1) 
and 
obj(l:,) ~ obj(l:,)e 
e (s, a:z) = (s, a' 2). 
For this local communication to be consistent with itself, the mappings 
a1 H a'1 and 
a2 H a'2 
must be equivalent with a mapping 
where 
a H <J', 
a= a1 U a2 and 
a'= a'1 U a'2· 
(The lub of two state vectors is their natural join, if it exists.) In other words, e; is equivalent to a 
function 
e';: obj(l:-1) ~ obj(l:-1)= 
e(s~o a)= e((s~o a'). 
Although it would be easier to specify local communications in this form, in the process specification 
we need the messages out of which a communication is composed. We therefore assume that E con-
tains messages, not communications. Events in E which are not messages, i.e. can occur on their 
own, are called solitary events. All events in E are called elementary events. 
An interesting hybrid is a message which must synchronize with local as well as global mes-
sages. As long as a message must synchronize with local events, it is called an local message. The 
resulting local communication is then considered to be a global message, which is forced to synchron-
ize with global messages. 
Communication events will in the next section be formalized as finite sets of elementary events 
which are forced to occur synchronously. Thus, communication events are elements of fJ(E). 
Because E is only a subset of all logically possible events, only a subset of rep(obj(L)) will actu-
ally be defined for any L. For each natural kind, E determines the set 
EL = Ervep(obj(L)), 
called the defined repertoire of L. The defined repertoire will be used as a basis for the processes 
executed by objects of kind L. 
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2.4. Process specification 
The process specifications compose events into processes. In the process specifications, event names 
defined in the event specification will be used such that for each natural kind L a generic process k is 
defined. 
Generic process specification 
Generic process specification is done in process algebra (Bergstra & Klop [1984], [1985], [1986]). 
Table 1 shows the axioms for ACPt and is explained briefly below. 
x+y=y+x A1 X't =x T1 
X + (y + Z) = (X + )') + Z A2 tx+x=tx T2 
xtx=x A3 e(tx + y) = e(tx + y) +ex T3 
(x + y )z = xz + yz A4 
(xy )z = x(yz) AS 
x+B=x A6 
Bx =B A7 
e 11e2=e21e 1 Cl e 1l e2=y(e It e2) if l{e It e2) = T 
(e1l e2)1 e3 = e 11 (e21 e3) C2 e 1l e2=B if l{e 1o e2) = J. 
B1e =B C3 
x lly =x ILY + y ILX +xly CMl 
e !LX= ex CM2 't !LX = 'tX TMl 
ex ILY = e(x lly) CM3 tx ILY = 't(x lly) TM2 
(x +y) 1L z = x 1L z + y 1L z CM4 'tl X= B TCl 
e 1x2 = (e 11 e2)x CM5 Xl't=B TC2 
e 11 e2x = (e 11 e2)x CM6 'txly =xly TC3 
e1x I e2)' = (e 11 e2)(x lly) CM7 xl't)'=xly TC4 
(X + )') I z = X I z + )' I z CM8 
xl(y +z)=xly +xlz CM9 OH('t) = 't DT 
'tJ('t) = 't Til 
oH(e) = e if e E H Dl 't1(e) = e if e E I TI2 
oH(e)=Bife e H D2 'tJ (e) = 't if e E I TI3 
OH(X + y) = OH(X) + OH(y) D3 'tJ(X + )') ='tJ(X) + 'tJ(y) TI4 
aH<xy > = aH<x> . aH<Y > D4 'tJ(X)') = 'tJ(X). 'tJ(y) TIS 
Table 1. 
x, y and z are variables ranging over processes, e is a metavariable over event names, and 't and o are 
special constants, standing for the invisible step and deadlock, respectively. 't may be the execution 
of 0, 1, 2 ... invisible events, and o denotes stagnation (A 7). 
+ signifies a choice between processes, · (usually omitted) denotes sequence, and 11 parallel 
execution. 1 stands for synchronous communication. e 11 e2 is the synchronous execution of e 1 and e2• 
To enforce this, we encapsulate the process by a1e,.e,J• which causes e1 and e2 to be renamed too, 
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Processes are specified as recursive specifications, i.e. guarded sets of equations, in which the con-
stants are events defined in the event specification. Whereas the axioms are universally quantified 
truths about models of ACP 't• the equations in a specification single out a set of elements of a model 
who satisfy the specification. We use graph models of ACPt (see Bergstra & Klop, op. cit). An 
example of a simple process is 
Emp = inc -Salary · Emp. 
Emp is the generic process associated with the natural kind Emp , and inc -Salary is an update on Emp 
objects defmed in the event specification language. 
We use a graph model of the axioms, where process variables denote equivalence classes of 
graphs. The equivalence relation is bisimulation, defined in Bergstra & Klop op. cit. We often 
ignore the equivalence class and talk about a particular graph which represents it as "the process" 
denoted by the variable. For example, the graph of 
x = inc -Salary · x 
is shown in figure 3. 
X 
inc-salary 
0 .. o- -- - - - - - -> 
Figure 3. A simple generic process graph. 
Two choices have been made in the axioms listed above. First, CM 1 expands e 1 11 e 2 as 
meaning that the parallel execution of two events is an interleaving of their execution in which see 
one occur after the other or both occur at precisely the same time. Thus, the axioms enforce an inter-
leaving semantics which totally orders event occurrences. This is appropriate for parallelism on a 
single processor and for parallelism on several processors where the event occurrences are totally 
ordered by a global clock. Our UoD's are assumed to be governed by a global clock, instantly acces-
sible by all objects, which justifies the choice for interleaving semantics. 
The second decision is not to include the equation 
z(y +x)=zy +zx 
in the axioms. If it were included, we would identify a deterministic with a nondeterministic choice, 
The moment of choice at both sides of the = sign differs, after the execution of e 1 at the LHS and 
before it at the RHS. Howver, the processes differ in their deadlock behavior, as can be seen from 
the example 
e1(e2 + 0), 
which cannot deadlock and equals e 1e2, and 
which can deadlock. 
This in turn motivates the axioms for t. t 1 is an operator which abstracts from events in I by 
renaming them to t. The problem with abstraction is that when a process is placed in a context of 
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other processes with which it may communicate, there is the possibility of deadlock, and when there 
is the possibility of an event causing a deadlock, we cannot obliterate all information about the events 
which we abstracted away. If the event is a guard (the first event after a choice), we must leave t as a 
sign that there is an invisible event at that place. For example, 
't[e.J(ete2 + etO) = te2 +'tO. 
Had we omitted e1 from the expression instead of renaming it tot, we would have gotten 
which equals e2 and cannot deadlock. The road from this observation to the particular t-axioms 
above is described by Bergstra & Klop op. cit. 
With each natural kind /c, we associate a generic process k in which the event names are those 
defined in the event specification. We call this the generic process principle, 
For each natural kind /c, there is exactly one process 
specification with exactly one solution, which is 
generic process k of its instances. 
This is a metaprinciple because it concerns two different languages, ASL and PSL. If there are local 
communications in the life of objects of kind L, these must be specified for the instantiated process, as 
shown below. k is not encapsulated and, though it may contain synchronizations, does not contain 
communications (enforced synchronizations). 
Process instantiation 
The generic process associated with a natural kind is instantiated for an object of that kind by apply-
ing the generalized state operator A to the specification of the generic process. ~k is the generic 
process k executed by an individual object with identity s e /c, initialized in state cr. The result of 
instantiation is called an individual process which is an instance of the generic process. Table 2 
gives the axioms for A, with~ e {cr, t). 
~(~) =~ 
~(e)= I: e(s~o ... , Sn)(s, cr) 
S, E .t, 
~(~.x)=~.~(x) 
~(e . x) = I: e(s~o ... , Sn)(s, cr). A},(s,, ... ,s,)(a)(X) 
s, e k, 
~(x+y) =~(x)+~(y) 
Table 2. 
Ll 
L2 
L3 
L4 
L5 
What A does is basically replace an event like inc-Salary with a choice between all its possible calls, 
one for each possible value of actual arguments, 
A( name: John, dep: d,J(inc -Salary · X) = 
I:Ninc-Salary(n)(e, (name: John, salary: s))A(name:John,salary:s+n)X· 
liE 
A only changes the state and leaves the identity undisturbed. Invisible events and deadlock do not 
affect the state of the object, i.e. A skips over them. 
Applied to processes, ~ turns the generic process k into individual process ~k which is 
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executed by of the object with identity s started in states a. The events in an individual process are 
called individual events or event applications. They correspond to calls to update routines in data-
bases. The events in a generic process are called generic events. Individual events are thus generic 
events plus actual parameters. 
All elementary events (events in E) are generic events, but there are also generic communica-
tion events, which are not in E. The set of all individual events which are applications of generic 
events in E is called AE. 
Whereas the nodes in the generic process graph are unlabeled and the edges are labeled by gen-
eric event names, in the individual process graph of ~k the nodes are labeled with objects (more pre-
cisely, object names) of the form (s, a), and the edges are labeled with event applications. For exam-
ple, the graph of 
A(saJary : IOO)(inc ..salary · x) = l:Ninc ..salary (n )(e, (salary: 100)) · A{saJary : IOOrn)X 
/1 E 
is shown in figure 4. 
(e, (salary : 1 00)) 
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inc-salary(n)(e, (salary: 100)) ,' 
~--------__;_---~DE-----------> 
(e, (salary? tOO~) 
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... 
... 
... 
' (e, (salary: tbo+n )) 
I ' ' 
... 
... 
... 
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I 
~ 
' 
' 
Figure 4. A simple individual process graph. 
2.4.1. Definition 
1. E is the set of all generic events defined in ESP. 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' ~ 
2. E, = £(',rep(obj(L)) is the set of elementary generic events defined for kind L. 
3. AE is the set of all possible instances of events in E. 
4. Es,L is the set of all event applications from all events in E, to all objects with identity s. c 
Obviously, Es;. ~ AE. 
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Local and global communication 
Communication is the simultaneous execution of events which need each other to be executed. It 
cannot be specificied fully at the generic level, for 1. the identities of the communicating objects must 
be specified and 2. the conditions on the communication must be specified in terms of possible 
parameter values and object states. To specify a communication, 
1. it must be specified that the communicating events can occur synchronously, and 
2. it must be specified that the communicating events cannot occur on their own. 
We call a synchronous execution of events a synchronization event and a synchronous execution of 
event which cannot occur on their own a communication event. Events which are not a synchronous 
execution of other events are called elementary, and elementary events which can only occur as com-
ponent of a communication event are called messages. We also distinguish local communications, 
which consist of events all executed by the same object, from global communications, which involve 
2 or more different objects (see table 2, appendix). 
Note that there is no direction in communication. Nevertheless, messages can be thought of as 
being sent to an object, i.e to all other object participating in a communication. In a local communi-
cation an object sends a message to itself. 
The elementary events are precisely those defmed in ESP, which are the events in the set E. 
Synchronizations are defmed by the synchronization function y, which is associative and com-
mutative and will be treated as a function 
y: :J(AE) ~ (T, .l). 
)\{eh····e11 ))=T means that individual events eh···•e11 can occur synchronously, )\{eh ... ,e11 ))=.l 
means that they cannot occur synchronously. If )\ { e It ... , e11 )) = T, it is denoted e 11 ••• I e11 • Note again 
that communication is between individual events. This allows us to instantiate an generic event to a 
solitary event in one case and a message in another. 
To define local messages, we define a set Hs,L of individual events which are to be encapsulated 
in the process executed by s. In this section we assume that X partitions S, so that every s e S is in 
exactly one /c.. A global message is an individual event in the life of a process of the form dH.)x). 
This can be either a solitary event or a communication event or a synchronization of those events. 
Identifying solitary individual event e with {e), a global message is a subset of :J(AE). 
2.4.2. Definition 
1. The set of local messages executable by s is called Hs;, ~ Es,L· 
2. H ~ :J (AE) is a set of global messages designated as such in the PSP. CJ 
These sets are specified by the designer. The defmition of H is subject to the communication prin-
ciple. 
If {eh ... , e11 ) e H with n>l, then there is an s e S with 
{eh ... , ell) r;;;. Hs.L· 
This means that if a global message consists of more than one elementary event, it should be a local 
communication, i.e. consist of local messages. 
The individual process executed by s e lc. is 
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OH Af,birth · k . 
..• 
birth . k is the generic process p prefixed with the generic birth event. Af, instantiates this to the 
object with identity s and initial state a, and CJH enforces the local communications in this process, 
... 
i.e. the communications of s with itself. These processes can be composed in parallel to form the 
domain process. In the domain process, the operator CJH enforces all global communications, 
D =oH(CJH ~'birth ·ktiiOH ~'birth ·k2n ... ). 
1
a' 1a 1 'a''a 1 
A communication in this process can be defmed as a synchronization whose components are all mes-
sages. A local communication is a set of elementary events from Es.L• which occurs in the process 
CJH .Af,birth · k. If we expand this process so that it only contains · and + as operators, the events in 
..• 
this process are called object transactions. An object transaction takes an object from one consistent 
state (state in the state space defined by static integrity constraints, not discussed here) to another 
consistent state. It is of a solitary event, a communication event, or a synchronization of those. 
A global communication is a set of elementary events e0 = {et. ... , e11 ) ~AE such that all events 
executed by a single object are encapsulated. Thus, if s 1 participates in e0 by sending global message 
et. which is a solitary event in oH,,,Af,birth · k, then e1 e e0• If s2 sends message e;,l .. . l e; •• which is a 
local communication in CJH Af,birth · k, then (e;, . .. , e; ) ~ (e~o .. . , e11 ). 
'·' 1 • 
2.4.3. Definition 
1. The set of local communications of s as a member of k is Cs,L = {e 11 ... 1 e11 I e; e Es.rJis,Ll· 
2. The set of global communications determined by H is 
C={e 11 .. . 1enl 'v's,~[sE~A({e~o ... ,e11 )nE'sL)={e;, ... ,e; )-:~:0~e;l ... le1• eH]). CJ I I • I • 
The notation e 11 •• • I en for elements of these sets implies that they are synchronizations defined by y. 
In 1, all component events are required to be local messages of the object. In 2, we consider e 1o ••• , e11 
elementary message instances, some of which may be executed by the same object in a local com-
munication. The condition (e~o ... , en JllE's,L = (e;,, ... , e;.J-:~: 0 singles out an object identified by s and 
a natural kind~ of that object such that k executes synchronization (e;, ... . , e;.J, which is then required 
to be a global message in H. 
An event in D is a domain transaction. Table 3 (appendix) summarizes transaction terminol-
ogy. 
Alphabets 
Each process x has an alphabet a(x) of events occurring in it, defined by the axioms in table 3. In the 
following table we have ~ e ( o, t). 
a(~)= 0 AB1 
a(e) =(e) AB2 
a(g) = a(x) if~-:~: o AB3 
a(ex) = (e )ua(x) AB4 
a(x + y) = a(x )ua(y) AB5 
Table 3. The alphabet of a process. 
AB3 stops adding events to the alphabet of a process when a is encountered, so that a(Ox) = a(o) = 0. 
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Note that a(tx) = a(x). 
There is, or should be, a connection between the events defmed in EL and a(k). This connection 
is metalinguistic, for it concerns two different languages. We formulate this connection as a princi-
ple. First, note that since k is not yet encapsulated, a(k) contains all local messages as well as local 
communications, plus global messages and solitary events. We have (Baeten [1986]) 
a(x lly) = a(x)ua(y)ua(x)l a(y), 
where a(x) 1 a(y) is defined by 
a(x)l a(y) = {e 11 e2 I for an e1 e a(x) and an e2 e a(y)}. 
This suggests the alphabet principle that k should consist of the elementary events from EL plus 
communication events. Let us defme the synchronization events in x as the set of synchrnous 
occurrences of elementary events, 
Syn(x)= {eJI ... Ien e a(x) I e; e E,n>l. 
Then clearly Syn(x)nE = 0. The alphabet principle is that 
All and only the elementary events defined in EL 
are used in the generic process specification of k. 
The alphabet principle is equivalent with 
a(k) = ELuSyn(k). 
Thus, all events in k, except synchronizations, o and t, should be defmed in the event specification, 
and that conversely all events defmed in the specification of EL should occur in the specification of k. 
Once k is encapsulated, the above equality cannot be required to hold, because 
a(aH.Ask ~ Es,LUSyn(Nk). 
3. Attribute- and event-based generalization 
We now assume that some natural kinds have non-empty intersections. This produces a non-trivial 
complete lattice of natural kinds, in which the lub of L~o ... , Ln is their common generalization and their 
glb is their common specialization. The lub of L~o ... , Ln contains their intersection as a subset and 
their glb is their intersection. To determine thoughts, we add natural kinds Seer, Eng and SeerEng to 
our example, with the following attribute axioms 
typing-speed =[Seer ~SPEED], 
skills =[Eng ~!J(SKJU.)], 
and the following specialization axioms: 
Emp = SeeruEng, 
SeerEng = SeernEng. 
We thus have the natural kind lattice of figure 5. We use this example to look at the different types of 
generalization in a taxonomy. We again do this informally, in order to gain some intuition about how 
to describe process generalization. 
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Emp 
Eng Seer 
v 
SeerEng 
Figure 5. A taxonomic lattice of natural kinds 
3.1. Attribute generalization 
A single attribute can have different value ranges for different natural kinds. For example, let us 
write aL for the restriction of all functions in a to domain dom (a )Ill.. Then 
salarysecr = [Seer --+ N] and 
salaryEng = [Eng --+ N]. 
However, suppose we know as a necessary truth that all secretaries in all states of the world earn less 
than 5000, and all engineers earn in all states of the world more than 4000 (in whatever units are 
agreed upon). (For the sake of the example, we assume these are truths of the same status as empiri-
callaws of nature; in reality, they will usually be derived from legal regulations.) If this is the case, 
not all functions in salarysecr and salaryEng will be used. Then we can express this general truth by 
redefining the salary attribute for Seer and Eng as 
salarysecr = [Seer --+ N<5000] and 
salary Eng =[Eng --+ N>4000), 
where NP = {x eN I P(x)). In both cases, the range of salary on subkinds of Emp is a subrange of the 
range of salary on Emp. The salary attribute thus gets specialized for different subkinds of Emp, and 
it is a generalization of the salary attributes for each of these subkinds. It is easy to define a partial 
ordering on attributes, where a 1 s; a 2 iff a 1 is a restriction of a 2• Wieringa [forthcoming] gives formal 
details on this. Here we merely give an illustration of this ordering in figure 6 (going down in the fig-
ure, we encounter smaller attributes in this ordering, which are a specialization of attributes above 
them.) 
Because we decided to view the attributes restrictions as descriptions of possible states of 
affairs in the UoD, they can best be thought of as knowledge that observers of an individual employee 
have about the employee they observe. More specifically, we think of the abstract employee object in 
the CM as an observer of one employee entity in the UoD, which merely follows every state change 
in the observed entity. An employee observer knows that the employee has a salary which is a 
natural number but does not know that there are secretaries and engineers, who have different kinds 
of salaries. A secretary observer knows that there are secretary employees but does not know that 
there are engineer employees, and he knows that secretaries have a salary below 5000. 
Figure 6 illustrates the knowledge of four observers, called Emp-observer, Seer-observer, etc. 
The knowledge of these observers has taxonomic relations: 
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salary = [Emp ~ N] 
v 
salarysecrEng = [SecrnEng ~ N<5000,>4000] 
Figure 6. A taxonomy of salary specializations. 
1. To become more specific about the kind of objects we are talking about is thus to become more 
specific about possible attribute values, which is to increase our knowledge about salaries. 
Once we know which kind of employee we are talking about, we know in which subrange of N 
its salary is in. 
2. To become more general in talking about employee objects is to lose knowledge about which 
kind of employee we are talking about. Talking about an arbitrary employee salary, we must 
not indicate in which subrange of N the salary necessarily is in, because otherwise we give a 
hint as to which subkind of employees we are talking about. 
Mathematically, the attributes of an object defme a state space. The space defined by a~o ... , an is 
denoted space ({a 1o ••• , an)). Each natural kind has a state space space (type (.t)). Attribute specializa-
tion is the statement that objects of a subkind are in all states of the world located in a specific sub-
space of space (type (.t)). 
3.2. Type generalization 
The lattice of natural kinds in figure 5 defines the lattice of natural types shown in figure 7, which 
inverts the ordering of figure 5. Natural types have a partial ordering where t1 ~h. iff h. contains all 
attributes of t~o or restrictions of attributes in t1• Going down in figure 7, we encounter smaller types 
in this ordering. The connection between the lattices of natural kinds and types is a Galois connec-
tion, i.e. infima are mapped to suprema and suprema to infuna. 
type (SecrEng) = {name, age, salarysecrEng, skills, typing-speed} 
{name, age, salary Eng, skills) =type (Eng) type (Seer) = {name, age, salarysecr, typing -speed} 
v 
type (Emp) = {name, age, salary } 
Figure 7. A taxonomic lattice of natural types. 
In terms of descriptive knowledge, the natural type lattice tells us the following. 
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1. To become more specific about the kind of objects we are talking about is to become more 
specific about applicable attributes, which is to increase our knowledge about the possible states 
of the objects. Once we know which kind of employee we are talking about, we know more 
about the state space in which it can be located. 
2. To become more general in talking about employee objects is to lose knowledge about which 
kind of employee we are talking about. Talking about an arbitrary employee, we can only indi-
cate that it is located in space(type(Secr)r'ltype(Eng)}, which is space(type(Emp}), because other-
wise we give a hint as to which subkind of employees we are talking about. 
In tenns of CM object11 as observers of UoD entities, the employee object knows that it is observing 
an employee, and which attributes are applicable to all employees, so in which state space all 
employees are located. However, the employee object does not know to which subkind the observed 
employee belongs. Similarly, the Seer-observer knows it is observing a secretary, but does not know 
of engineers or of secretaries who are engineers. It knows about employees in general, though. 
Mathematically, generalization of type(Secr) is restriction to a subspace shared with other types, 
i.e. projection of space (type (Seer)) onto the coordinates in type (Emp ). 
3.3. Event generalization 
An event is a function on objects which changes one or more attribute values of its argument. If 
inc -.salary: N ~ (obj(Emp) ~ obj(Emp))-;: 
inc-.salary(n)(e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s)) = 
(e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s+n)), 
then we may want to specialize this event for secretaries in quite complicated ways. For example, 
salary increases may have to be synchronized with improvements in typing speed. A refmement of 
inc -.salary accomplishing this is 
inc -.speed I inc -.salary: N ~ (obj(Emp) ~ obj(Emp))= 
inc -salary (n )( e, (age : a, name: nm, salary : s)) = 
(e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s+n)) if e E Seer, 
inc -.salary(n)(e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s ,typing-speed: t)) = 
(e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s+n, typing-speed: next(t))) if e e Seer, 
where next is the successor operation on a totally ordered data type SPEED. We thus have to mention 
a subkind in the definition of an event applicable to all employees. However, this is not visible to our 
observers. 
Note that the new event has a structured name of which inc -.salary is a part. In process terms, it 
is a synchronization event of two independently definable events inc -.salary and inc -.speed. 
What an employee observer can see is changes in employee attribute values, and a secretary 
observer can see all and only changes to secretary attributes. That is, our employee observer sees 
only the projection of the change on employee attributes, which is the event 
inc-.salaryEmp: N ~ (1tryp~(Emp)[obj(Emp )] ~ 1try~(Emp)[obj(Emp )]), 
defined by 
inc -SalaryEmp o1trype(Emp) = 1tryp~(£mp)oinc -Salary. 
Abbreviating 7t1[obj(L)] to obj,(L}, we have 
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inc..salaryEmp: N ~ (objry~(EmpJ(Emp) ~ objrype(EmpJ(Emp )). 
We now have 
inc ..salaryEmp: N ~ (objry~(EmpJ(Emp) ~ objrype(EmpJ(Emp ))= 
inc ..salary (n )(e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s )) = (e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s+n )), 
so that the existence of subkinds is invisible for our employee observer. An Emp observer can only 
see objects in space (type (Emp )), and when inc ..salary is executed by such an object, it cannot tell 
whether it is executed by a secretary or engineer. Our secretary observer, on the other hand, knows 
more, for 
inc -Salary Seer: N ~ (objrype(SecrJ(Secr) ~ objrype(Secr)(Secr )):: 
inc..salary(n)(e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s, typing-speed: t)) = 
(e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s+n, typing-speed: next(t))). 
A partial ordering on events can be defined such that e1 ~ e2 iff e1 is a projection in the above sense of 
e2• Instead of defining this formally, we give an illustration in figure 8, where lower events are 
smaller than higher events. 
inc -salaryEmp 
inc-salaryEng inc-salarysecr 
v 
inc -salarySecrEng 
Figure 8. A taxonomy of inc-salary specializations. 
In terms of descriptive knowledge of events at different levels of generalization, this lattice tells us 
the following. 
1. To become more specific about the kind of objects we are talking about is to become more 
specific about the effect of events on attributes values. 
2. To become more general in talking about employee objects is to lose knowledge about the 
effect of an event which are specific for different subkinds of Emp. 
An employee object observes an arbitrary employee entity and does not know anything about the sub-
kinds of Emp nor about the specific attributes for these subkinds, so it does not know anything about 
possible effects of Emp events on those attributes either. 
Mathematically, each observed event is an unrestricted event composed with a projection. 
Events are specialized by composing them with a projection function. 
This leaves two problems. First, what if inc-salary were defined for secretaries only, 
inc -Salary: N ~ (obj (Seer)~ obj(Secr ))= 
inc ..salary (n )(e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s )) = (e, (age: a, name: nm, salary: s+n )). 
The affected attribute is an Emp attribute, so the event could be applied to all employees, but it is 
actually defined only for a subset of employees. inc..salaryEmp is now ill-defined, for it must mention 
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a subkind, 
inc..salaryEmp: N ~ (objry~(Emp)(Secr) ~ objry~(Emp)(Secr))= 
inc ..salary (n )(e, (age : a, name : nm, salary : s)) = 
(e, (age : a, name: nm, salary: s+n)) 
The root of this problem is that our specialization hierarchy is based on attribute applicability, 
whereas here we have a case where we would like to specialize on the basis of event applicability. 
For the moment, we leave this problem unresolved. 
A second problem is what an event looks like which is projected on attributes not mentioned in 
its definition. For example, 
inc ..speed: obj(Secr) ~ obj(Secr) = 
inc..speed(s, (typing-speed: 1, ... )) = (s, (typing-speed: nexl(l}, ... )} 
can only be observed by secretary observers (and their specializations), 
inc ..speedSecr: objrype(Secr)(Secr) ~ objry~(Secr)(Secr) = 
inc ..speed (s, (typing-speed: 1 )) = (s, (typing -speed: nexl(t ))). 
An employee observer will see nothing of this, 
inc ..speed is invisible for employee observers. which means that as far as employee observers are con-
cerned, at any time it could occur 0, 1, or more times. For this reason we identify this event with t. 
Going down in the event lattice, we encounter events which change less attributes, until we reach the 
bottom t, which changes no attribute. 
Note that in this section we only considered elementary events. In section 4 we look at general-
ization and specialization of local and global communication events. 
3.4. Repertoire generalization 
Like types, repertoires can be specialized by adding events or restricting events already in it. This 
gives a lattice, illustrated in figure 9. 
rep (obj (SecrEng )) 
rep(obj(Eng)) rep(obj(Secr)) 
v 
rep (obj (Emp )) 
Figure 9. A taxonomy of repertoires. 
Intersecting repertoires with the defined events E, we get a lattice of defined events as shown in fig-
ure 10, where EL = Er1rep(obj(L)). As before, to specialize is to add more knowledge and to general-
ize is to abstract from what happens to certain attributes in the application of events, or to omit an 
event altogether. Mathematically, some events are invisible in a state space altogether, and others are 
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EsecrEng 
v 
Figure 10. A taxonomy of defined events. 
only partly visible in a state space. It can be shown that the connection between natural kinds and 
alphabets is a Galois connection, i.e. the ordering is inverted and suprema are mapped to infima and 
vice versa: 
l-1 !;;;; lq ~ E~-, !;;; EL,• 
EL,u~-,=E~-,nE~-,, 
E~-,n~-, = E~-, U E~-,. 
4. Process generalization 
With each natural kind L we have associated a set of attributes type (L), which defines a state space 
space (type (L)). Furthermore, we defmed a generic process k, which can be instantiated to an indivi-
dual process ~k for each s e L. The individual process graph has edges labeled by event calls and 
nodes labeled by objects. Each node in the individual process graph can be mapped onto a point in 
space (type ( ( s })) by the mapping 
Different graph nodes may be mapped to the same point, because the object may reach the point in 
different ways. We label each image of (s, (a 1: s~o ... ,a,.: s,.)) by s. The individual process graph thus 
describes how s may move through space (type ( (s })). In this setting, we look at two possible formali-
zations of the relation between a process and its generalization, a renaming operator called abstrac-
tion, and a substitution operation called refinement. 
4.1. Requirements for process generalization 
We saw that generalization is 
1. to view an attribute as being able to range over a larger set of values, or 
2. to view less attributes, i.e. view an object as located in a lower-dimensional state space, or 
3. to see less of the changes caused by an event, or 
4. to see less events. 
This can be described semantically (in terms of the ontology of the CM) and linguistically (in terms 
of a specification of what there is in the CM). Mathematically, in all of these cases except the first, 
generalization is projection to a subspace. For example, an Emp -observer will see an employee only 
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in as far as it is located in and moves through space(type(Emp)), but a Seer-observer can see secre-
taries as moving though space (type (Seer)), which includes space (type (Emp )). Any event in the life of 
an employee is only visible to an Emp-observer in as far as it occurs within space(type(Emp)); events 
outside this space are wholly invisible to an Emp -observer. With respect to a Seer-observer, the 
Emp -observer is like an inhabitant of flatland is with respect to three-dimensional beings. 
Linguistically, generalization from Seer to Emp is a renaming operation on specifications which 
deletes attribute specifications and which replaces every event e by eL if it takes place in 
space (type(~)), and deletes it if it takes places outside space (type(~)). It would seem therefore that the 
desired renaming operation on process specifications would also simply rename events to eL or delete 
them, according to whether they are in or outside space(type(i)). But this, of course, cannot be done, 
due to deadlock behavior in nondeterministic processes, and instead of deleting events we must 
rename them to t. 
It is important to understand the root of the deadlock problem. An Emp object is an Emp-
observer in the CM looking at an employee in the UoD. Unlike what is the case with attributes and 
events, the Emp -observer sees the employee process not as an isolated process but should be thought 
of as observing the entire UoD, from which every event not executed by the observed employee is 
abstracted away, i.e. renamed to t. Thus, the employee is viewed in a context with which s/he com-
municates. 
Attribute- and event-based generalization is fully modular in that an ~-observer views all and 
only the values of type(~) attributes in the observed object. The observer can be oblivious to anything 
else in the UoD; as far as the observer is concerned, the rest of the UoD could just as well not exist. 
Attribute- and event-based generalization is thus contextjree or context-independent. Process-based 
generalization is contextfree as well, provided the observed process does not communicate with the 
environment. If a process is forced to communicate with the environment, then deadlock is possible 
and obviously the environment is not irrelevant any more. Communication destroys object modular-
ity. For this reason, process generalization is context-sensitive or context-dependent, which means 
that a process will behave differently if it is placed in a different environment. In particular, it will 
generalize differently when we place it in a different context. It will differ exactly where the com-
munication events with the environment (not communication events within the process itself) may 
deadlock in one environment but succeed in another. The operator 11 is not compositional with 
respect to generalization, i.e. if x :!> y means that x is a generalization of y (i.e. contains less informa-
tion, is more general, hence the direction of the s sign), then 
X :!> x' " y :!> y' =P X II y :!> x' II y' . 
We must therefore always take the environment into account when generalizing a process. Instead of 
defining specialization of processes in terms of specialization of events, we must define it in terms of 
specialization of the contexts in which they are embedded. We therefore apply the abstraction opera-
tor to the complete domain process, i.e. the process which the CM is specified to execute, not merely 
the process specified for a single object. The process executed by any s e S is a component of the 
domain process, where we now have the general case that s may have many different natural kinds. 
In the specification of D, we use the process executed by the most specific process executed by s, 
which is an instance of the generic process of species (s ), which in turn is the smallest kind of s. Cal-
ling this process species( s), we have 
D = CJH(aH,~:birth ·species (s 1) 11CJH,~:birth ·species (s 2) 11 •• • ) 
for all s; e S, where 
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H; = Hs,, sptcies(s,)• 
The problem is what the relation is between species(s) and all processes k executed by s for s e lv. 
The answer will be, roughly, that they are related to species(s) through observation of D. An 
observer of s in D at the level of generality of k should see a generalization of what another observer 
of s in D sees at the most specific level of species(s). This places consistency requirements on the 
specifications. For example, a process instance cannot deadlock at one level of generality and con-
tinue to execute at another, and there are supposedly consistency requirements for the message sets 
Hs,L· We start with the most fundamental problem, process communication at different levels of gen-
erality. In the next section we look at the definition of H and of Hs,L· In the sections after that we 
work our way to the relation between process specifications on different levels of generality, by first 
define a renaming operator view! which, applied to D, yields a specification of the process observed 
by an lv-observer of s. We then look at 
1. the relation between the views of an lv1-observer and an Lo-observer of s if lv1 ~ Lo. and the rela-
tion between the observations of lv; -observers of s and an Lo-observer if 
n 
2. Lo = ulv; and if 
i=l 
n 
3. Lo= nlv;. 
i=l 
In particular, we look at the consequences for the generic process specifications. 
4.2. Communication 
For each natural kind we still have precisely one generic process. On the other hand, any s e S will 
in general instantiate many generic processes. Suppose 
S E /c,l ~ lvQ, 
e!t e2, e3 eEL, 
e!t e2 e £~.,and e3 e £~.,. 
Suppose furthermore that 
'Y( ( e It e 2, e 3 )) = T unconditionally. 
This means that in an instantiation by s, the synchronization 
e 1 (s, cr) 1 e 2(s, cr) I e 3(s, cr) 
is allowed (we ignore parameters here and in the sequel). To enforce this synchronization, the 
instances of the messages e; must be encapsulated, 
[e 1(s, cr), e2(s, cr) I cr e states(s)) !;;; Hs,l.,• 
[e 1(s, cr), e2(s, cr), e3(s, cr)l cr e states(s))!: Hs,L,· 
This strongly suggests that the sets of local messages are related thus, 
This is not a theorem but a requirement on the definition of the sets of messages called the message 
generalization principle: 
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The set of messages in a specialized individual process specifi-
cation is a monotonic extension of the set of messages in any of 
its generalized individual process descriptions. 
Note that we can only speak meaningfully about messages at the level of individual processes, where 
the addresses are filled in, so to speak. 
The above principle also holds for global messages. If the elementary event e e E is a global 
message then 
{e(s,a)ls e dom(e),ae states(s)) ~H . 
There is no complication introduced by non-overlapping kinds here, because an elementary event 
either is or is not in E~,.. 
If the global message sent by species(s) is itself a local communication 
e1(s,a)le 2(s,a)le3(s,a), then we must put this communication as global message in H. There is a 
question here as to whether we should add e 1(s, a) I e2(s, a) as a global message to H as well, for it is a 
local communication which partakes in a global communication. However, because the domain pro-
cess is specified with only species(s) as generic process of s, we need only put the events in 
species(s) in H, be they elementary events or local communications. 
Turning to communication events, if 
e1o e2, e3 e Hs.l, and 
e1o e2 e Hs,l..,· 
then by defmition 2.4.3 
e1l e21 e3 e Cs,l, and 
e1l e2 E Cs,l..,· 
The message generalization principle tells us that the communications in Cs,l, will contain the com-
munications in Cs, ~.., in the sense that more specialized communications contain all messages occur-
ring in a more generalized version of the communication. However, this only says something about 
the messages occurring in communications, and not about the effect of specialized communications. 
We need a separate principle which says that the effect of the larger communication includes that of 
the smaller one. But this is just the requirement that the larger communication is a specialization of 
the smaller one, 
where the partial ordering ~ has been defined in Wieringa [1988b] for elementary events (except that 
the ~ sign points the other way in that report). The following definition works for elementary events 
as well as communication events. 
4.2.1. Definition 
If e;: obj(l.;) ~ obj(l.;) fori = 0, 1, then e0 is a generalization of e h written e0 ~ e~o iff 
and for any s1 e 1:.1 and a 1 e states(s1), 
1tt,oe 1(sh 01) = eoo1tt,(S 1 !:Tt), 
where t; = type (I.;). The converse of generalization is specialization. o 
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An example of this for communication events is that e 11 e2 :s; e11 e21 e3 iff 
7tt,o (ell e2l e3)(s I> <J1) = (e 1l e2)o 1tt,(S I> GJ). 
For example, let 
to= {a 1> a2J !;;; {a 1> a2, a3} ~ t1 
and for all (s0, a 0) e obj(ko), defme e1 and e2 by 
Then 
e!(so, (a 1: VJ> a2: v2)) =(so, (a1: v1+1, a2: v2)), 
e2(so, (a1: VJ> a2: v2)) =(so. (a1: VJ> a2: v2+l)). 
(e11 e2)(so. (a1: VJ> a2: v2)) =(so. (a1: v1+l, a2: v2+l)). 
The requirement that e 11 e2 :s; e 11 e21 e3 places a restriction on e3. For example, e3 cannot be defined as 
because this contradicts the requirement that 7tt,o(e 11 e21 e3) = (e 11 e 2)o7tt,. 
The following defmition, on the other hand, is allowed, but redundant when e3 must communi-
cate with e 11 e2: 
The requirement that communications must be monotonically extended when specialized, is a special 
case of the requirement that synchronizations must be monotonically extended when specialized. The 
set of synchronizations in k is Syn(k). As functions obj(/c,) ~ obj(/c,), these events are in rep(obj(/c,)). 
The ordering defined on repertoires (sets of events) generated by the ordering on events is therefore 
also applicable to synchronization sets. The ordering on repertoires is defined in Wieringa [1988b] 
by 
A 
r1:S;r2<=> 'Ve1e r13e2e r2[e1:S;e2]. 
r 1 is called a generalization of r2• To specialize a repertoire, we may add events or specialize events. 
A synchronization event is specialized by adding more messages. 
The synchronization requirement can now be formulated as 
4.2.2. Theorem 
l-1 !;;;; ko => a(ko) :s; a(k1). 
Proof. 
The alphabet principle implies that a(k) = ELuSyn(k), which in turn implies the theorem by the com-
munication principle. o 
We will use this relation in the definition of process generalization. 
Turning fmally to global communication, we must note that each object executes an instance of 
its generic species process, but that species may overlap. If species overlap, their intersection is also 
a species of some surrogates which is contained in the other two, to which it stands in a subset rela-
tion. The corresponding alphabets must therefore stand in the generalization relation, and the 
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synchronization principle must be applied to all synchronization events in these alphabets. 
4.3. Views of an instantiated process 
In this section we define a renaming operator view1 on processes such that view1 (0) is the process 
executed by s in the context 0[.] as observed by an ~-observer of s, where 0 is the domain process. 
There are three requirements which such an operator must satisfy. 
First, special events (a and t) should be renamed to themselves. For example, consider an indi-
vidual secretary object, located in space(type(Secr)), which can be projected to space(type(Emp)). If 
there is a deadlock inside or outside space(type(Emp)) (caused by a failing communication event in 
EEmp or Esecr-EEmp ), an Emp -observer will see the employee process stagnating. Thus, a is "observ-
able" (i.e. it occurs and it blocks the employee process) whether it occurs inside or outside 
space (type (Emp )). Similarly, if an event is invisible to begin with, it is invisible in any generalized 
observation of the process, so 't should be renamed to itself as well. 
Second, any event not executed by s should be renamed to 't, for if 0 stagnates, so will the pro-
cess observed by any observer of D. If a process running in D stagnates, and s must communicate 
with that process and no other, then s must stagnate as well. If D is defmed in such a manner that at 
any moment in the execution of D there is a choice between a synchronous execution of events in the 
life of any number of objects, it will not deadlock; but since we cannot assume that D is so defined, 
we rename every event not executed by s to t. 
Third, events in the life of s should be renamed to eL, which in the limit that the event takes 
place entirely outside space (type(~)), equals 't. For communication events, eL is e composed with 1tt, 
as shown in the previous section. 
In ACP, the renaming operator closest to our needs is the localization operator 'Uh introduced by 
Baeten & Bergstra [1988], which renames events not in the alphabet B tot, and, assuming handshak-
ing, events e0 which have a communication partner e e B to e. The extensions needed are 
1. renaming e to eL, and 
2. renaming events not in B to 't instead of t, and 
3. lifting the restriction of binary communication. 
In order to defme viewi, recall that D can be unwinded to a process consisting of domain transactions 
composed by · and+. Each domain transaction is a fmite set of object transactions and each object 
transaction is a finite set of elementary events. In general, an object may execute several object tran-
sactions synchronously. The elementary events in one object transaction are forced to synchronize, 
while the object transactions of one object themselves are not forced to synchronize but may very 
well be allowed to occur in sequence as well as in synchronization. 
Thus, at each moment, an all-knowing observer sees a synchronous execution of 1 or more ele-
mentary events. What view1 should do is extract from this the events which a ~-observer of s sees, i.e. 
the object transactions executed by s. So, viewi should: 
1. Rename domain transactions which do not contain any event executed by s to t; 
2. Rename any remaining transaction (which contain at least one elementary event executed by s) 
to the subset of events executed by s; 
3. Rename all events e (which are now executed by s) to et. 
Note that it does not matter which events are encapsulated and which are not. We need the following 
sets of events for the definition of viewi,. Remember that at the generic level, we presuppose a fixed 
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alphabet E of generic events and at the individual level, we presuppose the set AE of all possible 
instantiations of elements of E. Also, the single occurrence of an event e(s, o) is identified with the 
synchronous occurrence of one event [ e (s, o)). 
4.3.1. Defmition 
1. The set of events invisible for a L-observer of s is 
2. The function Ps,L: fJ(AE) ~ fJ(AE) is defined by 
3. The projection function 1ts,L: AE ~ AE is defined by 
1ts,L((el(S~o 01), ... , en(Sn, On)})= (el(S~o 1tt 01), ... , en(Sn, 1tt On)}, 
where t= type(L). o 
Remarks: 
1. The set of events invisible to a L-observer of s is any synchronization in which s does not occur 
with an event from a(k). 
2. Ps,L renames a synchronization of elementary events in EL the subset those events executed by s 
which are instances of events in a(k). The result may be a solitary event or a synchronization 
event consisting of events only executed by s. 
3. The projection function renames an event seen by a L-observer to one which involves only attri-
butes visible for this observer. 
Expanding a process as a composition of transactions with operators · and +, any process consists 
atomic events which are the synchronous execution of n elementary events from E, n >0. Now, any 
function 
f:E~E 
determines a renaming p1 on process expressions in the manner shown in table 5 (Baeten & Bergstra 
[1988]). ~ E (0, 't). 
P!@=~ RNO 
PJ(e)=f(e) RNl 
PJ(x + y) = PJ(x) + PJ()') RN2 
PJ(X·y)=PJ(X)·PJ(y) RN3 
Pid(x) = x RR1 
P!oPg(X) = PJ.g(X) RR2 
Table 5. Renamings 
We extend this renaming to synchronization events by using the function fJ(E) ~ fJ(E) induced by 
f: E ~ E, so that each of the functions defined above defines a renaming on processes. 
A k-observer of s in the domain process D can now be defmed as an observer who is blind to all 
events not executed by s. 
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4.3.2. Definition 
A L-observer of s e L in domain process D is the process 
viewi(O) = Pn,,,oPP •.• o'tJ,)O ). D 
Thus, an L-observer of s in D sees only synchronous occurrences involving at least one event from 
a(k) executed by s, and of those only the a(k)-events executed by s, and of those only the effect on 
attributes in type(L). The crucial generalization property of view! is stated in the following theorem. 
4.3.3. Theorem 
For any D, 
s e L1 r;; ~ => viewL o view~ (0) = viewL (0 ). 
Proof. 
We only have to prove that the composition of renamings at the LHS and RHS yield the same result 
when applied to a single synchronization event. Thus, we have to show that for any 
{elt ... , e11 } r;;;. !J(AE), 
To show this, we simply check all possible cases. First, by the alphabet principle we may assume 
that a(ko) r;;;. a(k1) and from this we may conclude that a(Nk0) ~ a(Nk1) and ls,L, ~ ls,L• Then we 
have: 
1. If s e {sIt ... , sn } then the LHS and RHS are both t. 
2. Lets E {sh ... , Sn} and (e~o ... , en)na(ko) = 0. The the RHS is 't. 
2.1 If {eh .. . , en }na(k1) = 0, then the LHS is taswell. 
2.2 If {e~o ... , en )na(k1) = [ej,(Sj,• aj)• ... , ej.(sj.• Oj)) * 0, then the LHS is 
3. 
for {ej,• ... , ejJna(ko) = 0. 
Let se (e1, ... ,e11 ) and (e~o ... ,e11 }na(ko)={e;, ... ,e;)*0, I o 
{e; (s, n:. a;}, ... , e; (s, 1t1 CJ; )}, and the LHS is I .. , I a "'D • 
7ts,~oPs,L.((ej,(S, 7tL, Oj)• ... , ej,(S, 7tL, Oj,))}= 
7ts.~ ((e;,(s, 7tL, CJ;.), ... , e;_(s, 7tL.. CJ;)J)= 
{ e;,(s, 7tLo cr;.) •... , e;.(s, 7tLo a;)}. o 
then the RHS is 
To interpret this theorem in the light of the previous discussion, note that the difference between N k 
and viewi(O) is that viewi(O) may deadlock in its communication with an invisible environment 
whereas k does not deadlock in that way, because it does not communicate with its environment. Put 
differently, N birth · k = view1 (0) if D is a perfect environment as far as communication is concerned, 
i.e. it never causes s to deadlock. 
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4.3.4. Definition 
D is called a perfect environment of s if there is a a such that for each generic process which s is exe-
cuting that At,birth · k = viewi (0 ). D 
4.3.5. Lemma 
1. Nk is a perfect environment for s. 
2. In a perfect environment of s, we have 
s e L1 !;;; ~ => viewL(Nk1) = Nko. 
Proof. 
1. Trivial. 
2. Immediate from theorem 4.3.4 and defmition 4.3.5. o 
A generalized observer thus sees an abstraction of an instance of a specialized process, where com-
munications are renamed to the messages executed by the observed object. 
4.4. Generalization of generic processes 
Just as for events we defined a partial ordering on generic but not on individual events, so for 
processes we now want to define a partial ordering at the generic level. The reason for this is that the 
generic level is a natural one to describe the database domain. Attributes, types, and events and 
processes are specified at the generic level, and we would like to know if there is a constraint on the 
specifications of k1 and ko if L1 ~:;;; Lo which follows from the foregoing considerations. 
If L1 !:: ~then we know that (theorem 4.2.2) 
a(ko)!;; a(k1) and 
viewL(Nk1) = Nk0 for any s e L1o in a perfect environment (lemma 4.3.6). 
Now, in a perfect environment we can discard communication, and at the generic level, we can omit 
the projection function 1ts,L and the instantiation operator A, so we get 
tii(k,)(kl) = ko. 
where a(ko) = E -a(k0). This leads to the following definition for generalization at the generic level. 
4.4.0.1. Definition 
x is called a strong generalization of y, written x ~s y, iff 
a(x) !;; a(y) 1\ tii(x)(y )= x, 
where a(x) =E-a(x). 
Below, we will introduce weak generalizations and we will prove that ~s is a partial ordering. Fig-
ure 12 illustrates the above defmition. 
4.4.1. Multiple specialization. 
Take the general situation that 
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Emp Seer 
Seer Emp 
Figure 12. Generic process generalization. 
1:.; !;;; io for i = 1, ... , n . 
The problem of multiple specialization is what the relation is between the k; processes and the ko pro-
cess. The problem of multiple generalization is what the relation is between the generic process of 
1:.;0/c,i and k; and ki. We concentrate on multiple specialization, taking figure 13 as our example. 
Emp 
Eng Seer 
Figure 13. Multiple specialization. 
If Emp is exhausted by Seer and Eng, then each employee is a secretary or an engineer (or both), 
so that the generic Emp process is an abstraction of Seer and Eng. (If SecrnEng '# 0, then we have 
multiple inheritance, analyzed in the next section.) Thus, 
tii(Emp)(Secr) = 'tii(Emp)(Eng) = Emp. 
However, a weaker relation suffices to represent the situation of figure 13. An employee is a secre-
tary or an engineer, so the Emp need only be a choice between abstractions of the Seer and Eng 
processes; instantiation will make out which of the two branches is chosen. This leads to 
Emp = 'ta(Emp >(Seer)+ 'ta(Emp >(Eng). 
Multiple specialization is then a choice in the generic process. This equation is satisfied if the 
stronger equation above is satisfied, but the converse is not true. 
An argument against this weaker view of specialization is that if Emp is only an choice 
between abstractions of its specialized processes, there is a way in which an observer can make out 
whether the Emp object he is observing is an Eng or a Seer. This violates the principle that it should 
be completely invisible which of the subkinds the observed object is in, so that on this ground the 
stronger equation is to be preferred. 
However, the restrictiveness of the stronger equation has other problems, as we will see below, 
and we will use both types of multiple specialization in this section. We now define the weaker spe-
cialization relation in an algebraic way. 
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4.4.1.1. Definition 
x is called a weak generalization of y, written x ~w y, iff 
A 
x ~w y ~ a(x) !;;; a(y) A 'ta(x)()') + x = x. 
D 
4.4.1.2. Theorem 
~s and ~w are partial orderings. 
Proof. 
1. To show x ~w x, we have 
'tii(x)(x) +x =x +x =x. 
To show x ~w y A)' ~w z ~x ~w z, we have 
so 
a(x)!;;; a(y)!: a(z), 
'tii(x){y) +X =X and 
tii(y)(z) + y = y' 
'tii(x)(z) +X = 
'tii(x)(z) + 'ta(x)()') +X = 
'tii(x)uii(y)(z) + 'tii(x)(y) +X = 
'tii(x)('tii(y)(z) + y) +X = 
'tii(x){y) +X =X. 
3. To show x ~w y A)' ~w x ~x =y, we have a(x)=a(y), so 
y = ta<Y>(x) + y = x + y and 
x = 'ta(x)(y) +x = y +x. 
The proof for ~s is similar but simpler. o 
We give a few examples of both relations. First, examples of inequalities which hold according to 
both relations. 
1. x~xe for any process x with ee:a(x), for tii(x>(xe)+x=xt+x=x (weak relation) and 
tii(x>(xe) = x (strong relation). If e e a(x ), then x S xe. 
2. 'tX ~ ex if e e: a(x ). In general, x S ex if x does not start with t. 
3. xeSx, butxt~x. 
4. exSx. 
These examples show that in both relations we specialize a process x by adding events not in a(x), 
guarded by events in a(x). With respect to ~s , this is the only way processes can be specialized. 
With respect to ~w , there are other ways to specialize, for example by adding t as a first event, 
'tX ~w X but 'tX S sX, 
because tx +x =x. In terms of space(type(lv)), a strong specialization of k can add events outside 
space (type (lv)) only after an event within space (type (lv)) has taken place. (Of course, an event within 
space (type (lv)) can be extended by the synchronous execution of events outside space (type (lv)).) k can-
not be specialized by preceding it with e outside space (type (lv)); however, tk can. This puts a 
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limitation on which processes can be viewed as alternative specializations of a common generaliza-
tion. For example, figure 14 a and b shows two incorrect multiple specialization hierarchies, both in 
the weak and the strong sense. 
a b 
Figure 14. Incorrect multiple specializations. 
Figure 15 shows a correct multiple specialization (strong and weak) for 14a; figure 14b cannot be 
corrected. 
Figure 15. Correction of 14b. 
In general, specializations must preserve guards of choices. This implies that, for example, an 
Emp process cannot be specialized to a Seer process by composing it in parallel with the Seer pro-
cess. For example, if e 1 is the only employee activity and e2 is the only specific secretary activity, 
then e 1 11 e2 = e1e2 + e2e1 is an incorrect specialization of e1 (figure 16). 
Figure 16. Parallel composition incorrect as specialization. 
Because t 1e,1(e 1e 2 + e2e1) = e 1t + te 1 = telt figure 16 can easily be fixed by replacing e1 by te 1• 
~w allows also specialization by omitting alternatives, as illustrated in the following examples. 
1. x + t ~w x, because tii(x+-t)(x) + xt = x + t. 
2. x+y ~w x if a(y) 1: a(x ), because a(x+y) l: a(x) and tii(.r+y>(x) + x + y = x + y. 
3. X S wX + t, for tii(x)(X + t) +X =X. 
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4. x + t ~w x + y if a(x)na(y) = 0, because tQ(x +t)(x + y) + x + t = x + t. 
5. xS wx+y. 
6. If a(y)!: a(x), then e(tx +y) ~ex, because tii(e(u +y))(ex) + e(tx + y) =ex+ e(tx + y) = e(tx + y) 
(axiom T3 in table 1). 
Although one can add alternatives to weakly generalize a process, this is still subject to the con-
straints mentioned earlier. For example, figure 17 shows an incorrect multiple weak specialization, 
because in one specialization the guard is changed from e2 to e3• 
Figure 17. An incorrect multiple weak specialization. 
The infimum of two processes is the largest process they have "in common," which is the most 
informative generalization they have in common. We use n w as the operator which gives the 
infimum with respect to ~w and n s as the operator for ~s • 
4.4.1.3. Theorem 
X n sY = 'tii(x)uii(y)(x) = 'tii(x)uii(y)(y ). 
Proof. 
We first show that tii(x)ua(y)(x) ~s x. We have 
a(tii(x)ua(y)(x)) = a(x)-<X(x)ua(y) ~ a(x), 
and 
So 
<i(tii(x)uii(y)(x)) = 
E-(a(x)-a(x)ua(y)) = 
(E -a(x) )ua(x )uii(y) = a(x )uii(y ). 
So 'tii(x)uii(y)(x) ~s X and similarly, 'tii(x)uii(y)(x) ~s y. 
Now assume conversely that there is a z with z ~s x and z ~s y. Then we must show that 
z ~s tii(x)uii(y)(x). We have 
a(z ) !;;:;; a(x )na(y ) = a(x )-(ii(x )ua(y)) = a( tii(x )uii(y >(x)). 
Because ii(x)u<i(y)!;;;; ii(z) we have 
'tii(z)('tii(x)uii(y)(x)) = 
'tii(z)(x) = z. 
Finally, since there is a z with tii(y)(x) = z = tii(x)(y ), we have 
4.4.1.4. Theorem 
xnwY =ta(x)uQ()')(x +y). 
Proof. 
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Let z =ti'i(x)uii(y)(x+y). Then a(z)= a(x)ua(y)-ii(x)ua(y)= ((a(x)ua(y))-ii(y)= a(x)-ii(y)= 
a(x)na(y), so a(z) 1: a(x), a(y). Also 
ta(z)(x) + z = 
ti'i(x)ui'i(y)(x) + ti'i(x)ui'i(y)(x + y) = 
ti'i(x)ui'i(y)(x) + ti'i(x)ui'i(y)(y) =z, 
So z :Sw X and z :Sw y . 
Now assume conversely that there is a z with z Sw x and z Sw y. Then we must show that 
z Sw ti'i(x)ui'i(y)(x + y). We have 
a(z) 1: a(x )na(y) = a('ta(x)uii(y)(x +y )). 
Because a(x )ua(y) ~ a(z) we have 
'ti'i(z)('tii(x)ui'i(y)(x + Y )) + z = 
'ti'i(z)(x + y) + z = 
'ti'i(:)(x)+z +ti'i(z)(y)+z =z +z =z.D 
4.4.1.5. Corollary 
If~= L1 U lv2 then ko = k1 n k2 in both orderings. 
Proof. 
4 ~: ~. so in the strong ordering we have ko = ti'i(k,)(kt + k2) = 'ti'i(k,)ui'i(kJ(k, + k2) = k 1 nsk2. Similarly for 
the other ordering. o 
The meaning of this corollary is that there is at most one generalization of the generic processes of L;. 
There is thus no design choice here, although a design can be unhappy in the sense that there is no 
process which is the common generalization of a set of specializations. Examples of specialized 
processes without a common generalization are given in figures 14 and 17. Some of these can be 
corrected (figure 14b), others cannot. 
An example of an incorrect common strong generalization of two processes is 
as strong generalization of 
This generalization is ruled out, for the specializations share alphabet {e~o e2, e3} and 
't£-(e,, e,, e,J(e 1e3e2 + e2e 1 e 3)-:~; e 1e2• The correct common strong generalization is 
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4.4.2. Multiple generalization 
We now turn to the question what the generic process is executed by s e SecrnEng (figure 18). 
Eng Seer 
v 
SeernEng 
Figure 18. Multiple generalization. 
Since Seer and Eng share a conunon process, Emp, instances of events from a(Emp) are identical 
when executed, whether they are executed as events in the life of a Seer or of Eng. Thus, one would 
expect that s executes an instance of Seer interleaved with Eng such that instances of events 
e e a(Secr )na(Eng) occur synchronized. In other words, s should execute an instance of the 
Hoare-merge of k1 and k2 synchronized on a(k1)na(kl} as defmed in CSP (Hoare [1985]). Vaandrager 
[1988] axiomatized the Hoare merge in ACP (without t). 
Ignoring t for the moment and writing x 11 NY for the parallel composition of x and y synchron-
ized on Jl, we expect intuitively that 
Seer lla(Secr)na(Eng)Eng 
is the common specialization of Seer and Eng, or at least "contains" the smallest common speciali-
zation of Seer and Eng. In general, one would expect that 
k1 U k2 = kt II a(k,)l"'la(k,)k2. 
There are several reasons why this cannot be true in the strong or the weak ordering on processes. 
1. The operation of taking the lub of two processes is idempotent, but the Hoare-merge is not, for 
This example is due to Frits Vaandrager. 
2. In any partial order the operation of taking the lub is associative, but the Hoare-merge is only 
associative in special circumstances. One axiom for the Hoare merge in Vaandrager [1988] 
says that if a(x )rJ/1 = 0, a{y )rJ/2 = 0, a(z )rJ/3 = 0 then 
Writing this out for our case (and assuming that a(x 11 a<.tJr.a(yJY) = a(x )ua{y )), we have that 
(X II a(z)l"'la(y).V) II (a(z)ua(y))na(z)Z =X II a(%)1"'1(a(y)ua(z)){y II a(y)l"'la(z)Z) 
if a(x)na{y)na(z) = 0. But this is never the case when x, y and z can be generalized to a non-
trivial process u, for then a(x )na{y )na(z) :~:- 0. 
3. Of some processes their Hoare-merge is not their lub: 
4. Some pairs of processes do not have a lub at all. For example if x = e U wee, then 
't(;j(X) + e = e and 
't(;j(X) + ee = ee , 
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but this implies that 't'(tj"(x) = e = ee, which is false in general. The same example also holds in 
the strong ordering. 
5. Due to the abstraction operator in the definition of Sw , if there is a lub it is not unique. For 
example, we can show that e 1e 2 11 (~!,)e1e3 is an upper bound of e 1e 2 and e 1e3, because 
t 1 1!,,1!,)(ele~3 + e1e3e~ + e1e2 = 
e 1e2 + e 1e2 = e 1e2. 
But we cannot show that it is a least upper bound, for let 
e1e2 Sw x and 
e1e3Swx, 
then ~(x)+e 1e2 =e 1e2, so t 11!,,1!,)(x)=e 1e 2 and similarly t 1e,,l!,1(x)=e 1e3• We should now 
show that e1e2e3 + e 1e3e2 Sw x, but all we can do is 
'tj;J('t(~!,, e,,~!,)(x) + e le2e3 + e le3e2) = 
~(x) + e 1e2 = e1e2 
The last expression equals t 1e,1(e 1e 2e3 + e 1 e 3e~ but also denumerably many other expressions 
where we abstract from e3• The same argument holds in the strong ordering. 
From the above we must conclude that in both the strong and the weak generalization hierarchy of 
generic processes, a common specialization of two processes will not generally be a least upper 
bound in the ordering and will not be unique. On the other hand, the Hoare merge, if it exists, will be 
among the upper bounds, and so is a good candidate for the common specialization of processes. If a 
common specialization is defined, it should be a specialization of the Hoare merge of the specialized 
processes. This provides a means of checking the consistency of the specified taxonomy of 
processes. 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
Using the analogy with the generalization of classes and events, we have argued that generalization of 
generic processes must be formalized as abstraction. The basic intuition for this is the image of an 
object as moving through the state space spanned by all its applicable attributes. At any point in this 
state space, the object is identified by a unique label, its identity, which is a surrogate for the real-
world entity it represents. At any moment, any number of objects may be in the same state, so that at 
any point in the state space can have several object identities as labels. An object changes state by its 
identity moving from one point in its state space to another. To view this object as member of a 
larger class is to project its state on a smaller number of attributes. It will have this smaller number 
of attributes in common with a larger number of other objects, hence with its projected state it will 
belong to a larger class. 
Since an event is a function on sets of objects which changes the state of an object, the generali-
zation of an event is the composition of that event with a projection function. In tenns of the object 
moving through a state space, an event is a translation in a state space, and a generalization of the 
event is a translation through a subspace. 
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Thinking of a process as a trajectory through a state space, a generalization of a process is the 
"projection" of the process to a subspace, "leaving out" parts which occur outside the subspace. 
Well-known arguments from process algebra show that we cannot simply omit those events which 
take an object outside a state space but must rename events tot instead. In particular, one may not 
simply omit guards (in ax+by a and b are guards) of deadlocks, or more generally one may not omit 
guards at all. This leads to a simple partial ordering on processes which formalizes generalization, 
i.e. formalizes the relation "xis the 'same' process as y, only more general." 
An important assumption of this formalization of the concept of generalization is that if object o 
is of kind L (i.e. its identity has that kind) and o' is that same object (i.e. with the same identity) but 
now viewed as an object of the more kind L' (so L r: L', then nothing in the appearance of o' shows that 
the very same object is also of kind L. Thus, at the level of generality of L', kind L is completely 
invisible. The theoretical consequence of this is the use of the projection operator for the generaliza-
tion of attributes and events, and of the abstraction operator for the generalization of processes. A 
practical consequence is that, for example, an event increase -salary :obj(Emp)--+ obj(Emp) has the 
same effect on employee attributes for all employees; changing its definition for employee attributes 
in the case that increase -salary is applied to a secretary would make this subkind of employees visi-
ble at a higher level of generality than it is defined. If Seer !: Emp, then attributes, events and 
processes executed by employees should not be defined in terms of secretaries. Of course, the effect 
of events on the extra secretary attributes may be defined freely. 
This excludes circularities in the definition of events. It also excludes events changing only 
employee attributes but applicable to secretaries only, and events applicable to all employees but with 
a different effect for secretaries than for other kinds of employees. Such events can be defined in the 
current formalism, but these are not be specialized or generalized properly. It may well be that there 
are different concepts of generalization/specialization waiting to be formalized here. Indeed, we have 
found two such concepts in this report, strong and weak generalization. 
Other formalizations of the concept of generalization, as construed in this report, are possible. 
A dual to the concept of abstraction is a kind of refinement concept in which events at a more general 
level of specification are exploded to processes at a more specific level of specification (Glabbeek & 
Goltz [1989]). Process refinement is a possible candidate as a formalization of process specializa-
tion. Combination of process refinement with the concepts of internal state and object identity, and 
provision of a clear intuitive picture for the result, would be an interesting future project. 
As an application of the formalism developed in this report, take an example of process special-
ization in TAXIS given by Borgida et al. [1984]. The example process is that of taking a course by a 
student. Since TAXIS knows no concept of object identity, the TAXIS specification does not need to 
specify which object executes this process, not which objects communicate with this process. For the 
sake of the example, let us assume that there is a natural kind Enrollment executing the process shown 
in figure 19, which is a translation of the Petri net-like graph of Borgida et al. [1984] (figure 5.1, p. 
103) in a graph structure. A recursive specification of this process is 
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term term remind 
enroll grade 
Figure 19 
x =enroll· y 
y =term ·term _remind · y +grade. 
Remarks: 
1. We only give the generic process, because this suffices for our illustrative purpose. 
2. An enrollment starts by a student enrolling in a course. Since there are natural kinds Student and 
Course in addition to Enrollment, this is a communication event between three entities. term is 
the event that the end of term passes. This is a real-time event, which we ignore because we 
have no formalization of real-time in ABSURD (nor in TAXIS). If the end of term passes 
without the student having received a grade, the instructor receives a reminder. This is called 
term _remind, because another remind event will be added below. term _remind is a communica-
tion between the enrollment process and the instructor process (assuming there is only one 
instructor for the course). grade is the event of the student receiving a grade. It ends the enroll-
ment process, so it is a communication event between at least three entities, the student, the 
course, the enrollment process, and possibly the instructor as well. There are thus plenty of 
deadlock ocassions. 
3. It is not specified how much time elapses between different occurrences of term, nor is an upper 
bound on the number of occurrences of the term _remind event given. This makes the specifica-
tion incomplete, even in the absence of a specification of the real time of occurrence of events, 
for the instructor should not be reminded of his or her having to grade a student of terms which 
have elapsed long ago. 
4. There is an undo event in Borgida's et al. specification as well, which is, strangely enough, only 
allowed after the grade event has occurred. We omit it here. 
Borgida et al. propose to specialize this process to the process for students from the engineering 
departments as shown in figure 20 
mid term 
enroll 
mid_term_remind 
mid _grade 
Figure 20 
The recursive specification of this process is 
term term remind 
grade 
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x' = enroll · z 
z = mid _term · mid _remind · z + mid _grade · y 
y =term · term _remind · y +grade 
Remarks: 
1. The mid _term event occurs halfway the term. Engineering students require their students to pass 
a mid-term exam; if mid-term passes without the student receiving a grade, the instructor 
receives a reminder. 
2. There is no provision in this process for the passing of the end of term when the mid-term grade 
has not occurred. This is a complex process structure whose possibility follows from the struc-
ture of real time. It can be specified without referring to real time, but that would not increase 
the clarity of the example. Moreover, the TAXIS example omits this possibility as well. 
3. The mid-term event may loop eternally according to the specification although it is irrelevant 
once the end of term has passed. Borgida et al. give no solution for this. 
4. The mid _remind event must be different from the term _remind event, for otherwise x could never 
be a generalization of x'. To generalize x' to x, we abstract from all events in x' not occurring in 
X. 
Let us now see whether x is a strong generalization of x'. If I is {mid _term, mid _remind, mid _grade } , 
then 
'tJ(x') =enroll · (t1(z) + mid_grade · t 1(y )) =enroll · ('tJ(Z) + 't · y ). 
Because z may forever loop waiting for a mid-term grade, t 1(z) cannot be eliminated from this 
expression, sox is not a strong generalization of x'. It is simple to see that it is not a weak generaliza-
tion either. This can be fixed easily, by redefining the enrollment process for engineering students as 
(figure 21) 
x'' =enroll ·(mid _grade + mid_term ·mid _remind ·mid _grade)· y 
y = term · term _remind · y + grade. 
term _remind 
enroll mid _grade grade 
mid term 
mid remind 
Figure 21 
Now we have 
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"CJ(x") =enroll · (t + tt) · t1(y) =enroll · t · y =enroll · y = x. 
We see that also the problem of endlessly looping over mid-term has been eliminated. However, 
when a student never receives a mid-term grade, the process halts after the mid_remind event. 
because mid _grade is a communication event with at least on other process, this halting is a deadlock, 
so that 
for mid_grade e H. To eliminate this problem, we must add an exit after mid_remind, as in 
x'' =enroll· (mid _grade + mid_term ·mid _remind· (no_mid_grade + mid_grade · y) 
term remind 
enroll mid _grade grade 
mid term 
mid_remind 
no_mid_grade 
Figure 22 
Since virtually every other event in x" is a communication event as well, more exits have to be added 
in order to preserve deadlock behavior of x and x<nl. We will not do this here. Enough has bee said to 
show that a formal analysis can be used to uncover inconsistency and incompleteness in process 
specification for conceptual models. 
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Appendix 
Generic event. 
Generic process. 
Generic process graph. 
Individual event. 
Individual process. 
Individual process 
graph. 
Individual event oc-
currence. 
Instance. 
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Event as defined in ESL. Applicable to all objects of a natural kind. 
Example: inc ..salary. 
Process associated with natural kind. Composed of generic events. 
Graph of a generic process. (Actually a bisimulation class of such 
graphs.) 
Application of a generic event to an individual object. Example: 
inc ..salary (1 0)( e 1o (salary : 1000)). 
Process executed by an individual object, composed of individual 
events. 
Graph of individual process. 
Occurrence of an individual event in an individual process graph. 
An individual event/process/process graph is an instance of a generic 
event/process/process graph, obtained by applying the state operator A 
to the generic event/process/graph. 
Table 1. Process instantiation terminology . 
.. 
• 
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Elementary event. Event which is not the synchronous composition of (2 or more) events. 
An elementary event is either a solitary event or a message (see below). 
Solitary event in iJH(x). Elementary individual event which is not forced to communicate with 
another individual event. An event is solitary in a process: It is not hid-
den in a setH or H L and not encapsulated by a aH or a H.· 
Synchronization. Event which is the synchronous composition of other events. Synchron-
izations are enabled by the synchronization function y. 
Communication. Enforced synchronization (by applying aH ). 
Local communication Individual communication event all of whose component messages are 
ofs. executed by s. 
Global communication Individual communication event of which at least one message is exe-
of s. cuted by s and one by another object. 
Message. Individual event which is synchronized in a communication. 
Local message of s. Message in an individual process executed by s. Elementary individual 
event forced to synchronize with other elementary individual events ex-
ecuted by the same individual object. 
Global message of s. Message executed by s in the encapsulated domain process. Individual 
event in the life of s forced to synchronize with individual events exe-
cuted by other objects. Is either a solitary event in an individual pro-
cess, or an local communication in an individual process, or a synchro-
nous occurrence of those. 
Table 2. Communication terminology. 
Object transaction. Event in an encapsulated individual process graph. This may be a soli-
tary event, or a synchronous occurrence of solitary events, or a com-
munication event, or a synchronous occurrence of solitary and commun-
ication events, all in the life of an individual object. 
Domain transaction. Event in an encapsulated individual domain graph. 
Table 3. Transactions. 

